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What we 
can do (what 
we have to 

say)

What 
audiences 

want



Why research audiences?

• Deliver against mission

• Build direct financial support (increase visitation)

• Satisfy customers

• Build loyalty (repeat visitation)

• Build philanthropic support

• Educate/support youth

• Other reasons?
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One audience or many?

Tourists vs. Locals

Wright Enthusiast vs. Novices

Visitors (acceptors) vs. Non-Visitors (rejectors, 
oblivious)
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Organizational goals

• Local history

• History of people who lived in building

• FLW story

• FLW principles

• Other goals relating to art/architecture

• Other goals?
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Conversion funnel

Awareness 

Consideration

Sampling

Conversion
(purchase)

Loyalty
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Audience 
preferences
Audience segmentation helps us to 
cluster visitors into identifiable 
groups
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Why they visit. (motivation)

How they visit (experience)

What they expect (content)

What they reject/indifference (content)

Why they come back



Consultant studies
• Awareness:  Do people know about your 

site?  Do they know who FLW is?  How do 
they find out about choices?

• Salience:  Do they care?  Why?  How do 
they make decisions?

• Cultural participation:  Who visits cultural 
sites and why do they visit?  Frequency?  
Spend?

◦ Adults/kids/families

◦ Demographics

• Non-participants:  why?  Lack of awareness, 
expense, “not for people like me,” distance

◦ Rand Corporation:  “A New Framework for 
Building Participation in the Arts”

• Segmentation

◦ Don’t pursue volume; instead, match your 
capability with audience needs

• Pricing and revenue strategy?  Per visitor 
profit, or volume?  

• Digital engagement/in-person/hybrid?

• The list could go on, and on, and on . . . .
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DIY Research Tools
• SurveyMonkey

◦ Post-visit survey

◦ Focus on 1-2 topics, don’t try to do everything

◦ Don’t resurvey same people

◦ 17 questions/10 minutes—no more

• Intercept
◦ Ask questions of visitors on-site before/after 

program:  how why did they come, what did they 
get out of 

◦ Unbiased questioner

• Ethnography
◦ Observation:  What questions do people ask?  

What do they look at?  Where do they lose focus?

◦ Unbiased observer

• Index card survey:  3 questions

• Guide and other feedback

• Reviews & Social
◦ Good review trap:  we don’t need to change!  

(WRONG)

◦ Interactions on social

• Net promoter score

• Valid samples:
◦ Confidence level

◦ Total Population (total visitors)

◦ https://www.qualtrics.com/experience-
management/research/determine-sample-size/
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Example
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When it comes to demographics, people across each segment look similar with a couple 
exceptions—Social Bonders are more likely to identify as female, have children living at 
home and to reside in Phoenix/Mesa compared to other segments.
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ACTIVE THRILL SEEKERS 
(n=151)

Mean age: 51

47% female | 53% male

26% have children living at home

74% Caucasian

55% Bachelor’s Degree +

Mean income: $88,340

Geographic residence:

6% Scottsdale

35% Phoenix and Mesa

59% Arizona

SOCIAL BONDERS (n=153)

Mean age: 50

63% female | 37% male

35% have children living at home

68% Caucasian

40% Bachelor’s Degree +

Mean income: $83,305

Geographic residence:

6% Scottsdale

43% Phoenix and Mesa

52% Arizona

CASUAL INDEPENDENT 
EXPLORERS (n=73)

Mean age: 50

51% female | 48% male

21% have children living at home

73% Caucasian

33% Bachelor’s Degree +

Mean income: $70,709

Geographic residence:

4% Scottsdale

37% Phoenix and Mesa

59% Arizona
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CONNECTION PATHWAYS TO ARCHITECTURE
When we analyzed non-visitors’ preferences toward their leisure time and how they engage 
with historical/architectural sites and tours, we found three distinct attitudinal segments 
that share some common interests.
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ACTIVE THRILL SEEKERS SOCIAL BONDERS
CASUAL INDEPENDENT 

EXPLORERS

All share an interest in understanding the past relevance of architectural work and a preference for seeing 
historical sites preserved in its original states.

All are more interested in hearing about the places they see on a tour and have a strong preference for learning 
about the design philosophies of architects.

Each segment prefers to visit new places they’ve never been to before
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CONNECTION PATHWAYS TO ARCHITECTURE
When we analyzed non-visitors’ preferences toward their leisure time and how they engage 
with historical/architectural sites and tours, we found three distinct attitudinal segments 
that share some common interests. (cont.)
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ACTIVE THRILL SEEKERS SOCIAL BONDERS
CASUAL INDEPENDENT 

EXPLORERS

In their free time and during tours, these two groups strongly prefer 
to physically and mentally relax.

These two groups value trying new and different kinds of activities on 
their own; and when going on a tour, they want it to be guided to 
explore a range of different topics and share this experience with 

other people they know.

They like to be able to do what’s most interesting to them during a tour.


